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Dampier Caravan Park 

Rules and Regulations 
 

 

Welcome to the Dampier Caravan Park.  Please observe the following rules: 
 

1. Dampier Caravan Park operates under a Transit Licence so is a THREE DAY MAXIMUM stay only. 

2. The DCA reserves the right to cancel bookings in excess of three days with no refund. 

3. CHECK IN time is from 12:00 noon onwards on the first day of your booking. 

4. CHECK OUT time is 10.00 am on the day of departure. 

5. The speed limit in the Park is walking pace – 5km per hour. 

6. There is NO water/hose connection available to caravans. Please ensure you fill your tank with 

drinking water from the hose at the entry, before moving to your booked site. 

7. Caravans/tents/etc are ONLY to be located on the site you have booked. Changing of sites is 

not permitted. 

8. Motor vehicles must be parked within the boundary of their owner’s site. There is a limit of        

one (1) vehicle per site. NO vehicles are to be parked on the access road.   

9. The registered site occupant is responsible for the conduct of all members of their group (Park 

Guests) and their visitors. Parents are expected to exercise proper control over their children. 

10. Park Guests are required to keep their sites clean and tidy. Park Guests may be asked to remove 

objects considered unsightly, dangerous or a health hazard. 

11. General rubbish is to be wrapped or bagged and deposited in the green sulo bins, located 

opposite the BBQ area. A 10c ‘Containers for Change’ collection bag and general recycling  

bins are also located here.  Rubbish is NOT to be dumped.  

12. Sullage/grey water (from sinks, showers, etc) is to be collected in a bucket and disposed of in 

the Grey Water Dump Point, located in the ground next to the rubbish bins. 

13. Chemical toilet/cassette contents are to be disposed of in the toilet at the Chemical Toilet 

Dump Point, located in the shed next to the Men’s Ablutions. 

14. Ablution facilities are to be left clean and tidy after use. ALL children under 5 years of age are 

to be accompanied by an adult when using the ablution facilities. 

15. The Ablutions, BBQ, Camp Kitchen and Laundry facilities are for the use of Park Guests ONLY.     

16. Noise is to be kept to an acceptable level, which does not disturb the comfort of others.      

QUIET TIME is from 10:00 pm to 6:00 am. 

17. Solid fuel fires and generators are NOT permitted at any time. 

18. Hosing/washing of caravans or motor vehicles is NOT permitted. 

19. Pets are ONLY permitted provided they are within the owner’s control at ALL times. Dogs must 

be on a lead at ALL times whilst in the Park. 

20. On a Blue Cyclone Alert ALL Park Guests must vacate the Park, including their caravans/tents, 

vehicles and all belongings. 
 

Should guests not adhere to these rules, the Volunteer Park Host is authorised by the DCA to cancel 

your booking with no refund and request you leave the Park immediately. 
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